When working with natural language it is very common to find different meanings to the same word, this way, to minimize ambiguities and duplicity in a sentence, is necessary to work with the concept of similarity. This project propose the analysis of users stories of Scrum to find the best similarity algorithm to reduce multiples meanings of a sentence.
Introduction
Agile methodology for software development is one of the most useful resource to delivery a project in an effective and flexible way. This work propose analyze similarity algorithms capables of verify Scrum stories semantically and reduce or eliminate ambiguities or duplicity found in the stories. Research already been made in Natural Language Processing (NLP) field, this way, the results of the project is to offer support to decision making to verify if Scrum stories does not contain duplicity and their ambiguities minimized.
Results and Discussion
To design the study, was used WS4J 1 (WordNet Similarity for Java), that is an online Java-API that has a set of semantic similarity algorithms, and to quantify the tests results, was used a user stories base, from the University of Bath 2 . From the set of algorithms, was chose the WuP algorithm 3 and Lin algorithm 4 , separately, to see the sentences as their semantic similarities. From the stories base was chose two sentences to exemplify the results, the sentences are "As a depositor I want to deposit and maintain datasets through a simple web interface", as sentence 1, and "As a depositor I want to have a user interface that is familiar to me", as sentence 2. While calculating the similarity between sentences, the tool displays the results in a matrix with the score between the words of the sentences, where the value can range from 0 to 1 (0 means that words have no semantic relationship and one means that words are identical). When relating the two user stories, only 18 from the 225 pairs of words are considered as valid, and therefore punctuated, this way, the tables bellow only show the 18 valid pairs. Table 2 . Partial result matrix using Lin algorithm.
Despite WS4J tool does not have the test result in an overall score for the similarity between sentences, but only by word by word, through the tables above it is possible to see that the WuP algorithm has a more satisfactory result. In addition to not have any score with the minimum value (zero), the algorithm was able to identify the semantic similarity between the context "a simple web interface" of sentence 1, with the context "user interface que is familiar to me" of sentence 2.
Conclusions
The algorithms chosen for study showed to be promising in their purposes, as both calculate and quantify the semantic similarity between words. The main difference between the algorithms is that WuP algorithm works with synonyms and sets of words, while Lin algorithm works with quantification of data, characterizing it as a statistical model. This work was able to study and analyze results of comparison between pairs of stories with semantic similarity algorithms. Such algorithms, particularly the WuP, have the potential to be used as technique of measure for possible duplicate stories.
